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Toward an operational methodology to identify
industrial-scaled nanomaterial powders with the
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Nanoparticulate powders are increasingly found in the workplace. Inhalation exposure to airborne
nanoparticles (NPs) is possible throughout the life-cycle of the powders. As the toxicity of NPs has never
been demonstrated, it remains essential to evaluate the risks associated with NPs in order to propose
preventative measures. The ﬁrst step of a risk assessment strategy consists in the identiﬁcation of the
‘nano’ nature of a material, which suﬀers from a lack of an operational methodology. Here, we present
a simpliﬁed and operational strategy relying on the volume speciﬁc surface area (VSSA) for nanomaterial
identiﬁcation, based on the recommendation stemming from the European Commission and previous
work on this topic from the European Project Nanodeﬁne. The proposed strategy was tested on a set of
15 representative industrial powders (TiO2, SiO2, CuO, and ZnO), covering a wide range of properties,
and previous published data. The VSSA classiﬁcation was validated via a comparison with the particle size
obtained by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It was evidenced that the VSSA is in accordance
with particle size for nanomaterial powder classiﬁcation. The proposed methodology involves relatively
accessible methods such as thermogravimetric analysis, nitrogen adsorption and helium pycnometry and
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limits the detection of false negatives. Moreover, it does not imply systematic conﬁrmation of the results
with the reference particle size criterion. Our results suggest that the VSSA is a promising parameter to
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be used for risk assessment and should be further investigated on powder mixings to conﬁrm its
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relevancy to deﬁne nanomaterial powders.

1. Introduction
Nanomaterial powders integrate numerous products in buildings, food, cosmetics, energy, paints and coatings, health,
plastics, textiles and papers and so forth, due to the specic
physical and chemical properties of the materials at the nanoscale.1–3 The latest R-nano report published in 2017 (ref. 4)
related to the French mandatory declaration of nanomaterials
produced, imported or distributed indicates that nearly 450 000
tons of nanomaterials are declared. Half of the involved nanomaterial quantities concern less than 1 ton of nanomaterial
declared whereas 27% are related to quantities below 100 kg.
These gures suggest that nanomaterials have been spreading
widely, mainly in small and medium size enterprises. Even if no
explicit state of matter is reported in the declarations, we can
put forward the hypothesis that it is in powder form that the
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most declared products (above 100 000 tons) are found (carbon
black, silica, calcium carbonate, titanium dioxide, boehmite
(alumina)). Such initiatives for nanomaterials declarations are
currently under implementation in other European countries
(Belgium, Sweden, Denmark) showing the great concerns
entailed by nanomaterials development.
Therefore, nanomaterial powder aerosols are increasingly
found in workplaces.5–8 Indeed, production, conditioning,
cleaning can involve lots of operations such as manual spraying,
mixing, transferring, embedding, grinding, and blowing of
varying, amounts of powders. These actions that can be found
throughout the entire life-cycle of the powders can generate
airborne particles potentially inhaled by workers. The potential
toxicity of nanoparticles has been evidenced since several
years.9–12 Consequently, risk assessment related to the inhalation of nanoparticles released in workplaces is necessary to
propose preventative measures.
The rst step of any risk assessment strategy is hazard
identication.13 This area is still lacking of an operational
methodology for nanomaterial identication in the workplaces,
in particular for the powder cases. In a risk assessment context,
it is important to precise the nanomaterial denition used since
numerous propositions are available worldwide and notably in
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Europe (more than 10 denitions14) in the regulatory context.
Generally, the European Commission (EC) denition recommendation is chosen.15 This latter is focused on two parameters:
the size of the constituent particles as reference criterion and
the volume specic surface area (VSSA) as complementary
criterion. Despite its regulatory nature, this denition covers
the potential risks related to nanomaterials on health, security
and environment according to the oﬃcial text, allowing its
application for risk assessment.
According to the EC denition, the “nano” nature of a material
is established as soon as more than 50% in the number size
distribution of the constituent particles are below 100 nm in at
least one dimension. This number size distribution is commonly
obtained by electron microscopy (EM) methods (transmission
electron microscopy) or scanning electron microscopy (SEM).16
These techniques are interesting since a particle size is directly
measured based on microphotographs obtained, and four orders
of magnitude in terms of sizes are covered (<1 nm to 10 mm).
Other methods providing the size information, such as light
scattering methods (indirect measurement) can be used when the
constituent powder particles are well dispersed in the liquid
samples. These latter are relatively easy to implement and costeﬀective compared to EM methods. However, there is no generic
protocol for powder dispersion and the results are strongly
inuenced by sample preparation which limits the relevancy of
these approaches for nanomaterial powder identication.17
Concerning the complementary criterion of the VSSA, the
concept relies on the ratio of the whole constituent particle
surfaces S divided by their whole volume V (eqn (1)). Assuming
monomodal and spherical particle shape hypothesis, the VSSA
is then related to the constituent particle size d (eqn (2)). The
VSSA is therefore an indirect way for constituent particle size
determination.

S
VSSA m2 cm3 ¼
V

(1)


S
pd 2
6
¼
VSSA m2 cm3 ¼
¼
3
V
d
pd
6

(2)

When the VSSA is larger than 60 m2 cm3, the material is
considered as a nanomaterial according EC denition. This
threshold (VSSACutoﬀ) is based on the hypothesis of non-porous
and monodisperse spherical particles of 100 nm constituent
particle size. This threshold can be modied for bre-like
particle shape: 40 m2 cm3; or 20 m2 cm3 for platelet-like
particle shape.18 However, this is the 60 m2 cm3 threshold
which should be used for nanomaterial identication in the
oﬃcial texts. From an experimental point of view, the VSSA is
determined with eqn (3) using the powder external specic
surface area (AEX) and the material skeletal density (rskeletal):
VSSA (m2 cm3) ¼ AEx (m2 g1)  rskeletal (g cm3)

(3)

Two analytical techniques have to be applied to determine
VSSA: gas adsorption (nitrogen, argon or krypton), and helium
pycnometry for AEX and rskeletal measurement, respectively.19
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These two techniques are well disseminated in research laboratories, but also in industries. These techniques can be applied
to all types of powders, including ones whose chemical
composition is not clearly known before analysis. Moreover, the
protocols of experimental implementation and data analysis are
well described in the literature, facilitating their handling.
However, they require careful preparation of the samples,
including outgassing of the powders prior to analysis to avoid
underestimation of the measured values. Nevertheless, these
outgassing conditions are the subject of recommendations in
literature.20–22 Except this outgassing step, the “powder state” is
perfectly adapted for such analysis and no more sample preparation is needed. Recently, the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) performed an inter-laboratory study to
evaluate “real-world” precision and bias of specic surface area
measurements using a powered material (Standard Reference
Material 1898 (titanium dioxide)) containing sub-30 nm”
constituent particles.23 The results obtained through a 20
laboratories network evidenced a strong robustness of the gas
adsorption method; the biases on the certied specic surface
area value did not diﬀer from more than 5%. Based on these
elements, the VSSA appears from an experimental point of view,
more accessible than EM methods for nanomaterial identication, in particular for non-specialist of the material characterization domain, more particularly, small, very small
enterprises as well as laboratories.
VSSA was recently pointed out as a promising approach for
nanomaterial identication of industrial powders as demonstrated on representative products largely produced at the
industrial scale.24 This work under the European project
Nanodene evidenced the reliable nanomaterial identication
based on the powder VSSAs determination and comparison
with the reference criterion of particle size. Wohlleben et al.24
proposed a screening strategy for nanomaterial and nonnanomaterial identication of powders involving VSSA determination in the rst step. They proposed a 6 m2 cm3
VSSACutoﬀ, corresponding to supposed spherical particles of 1
mm size. If VSSA is found to be lower than 6 m2 cm3, the
powder is classied as a non-nanomaterial. However, EM
methods (SEM and TEM) are systematically implemented in the
rest of their methodology in case of VSSA upper than the 6 m2
cm3 threshold to characterize the particles shapes and adjust
the VSSA thresholds and/or conrm the classication relying on
particle size determination. The rst VSSA threshold of this
screening strategy seems very strict regarding the materials
studied, as all of them have VSSAs greater than 6 m2 cm3. This
involved systematic shape characterization to conduct all the
screening strategy, questioning so, the added value of the VSSA
criterion if nally, accessing to size and particle shape is
mandatory for reliable nanomaterial identication. The
approach proposed by the Nanodene project is cautious and it
is currently integrated in the Nanodener e-tool,25 a decision
support framework for the characterisation of potential nanomaterials. However, it does not seem to allow a wide use of the
VSSA criterion in the particular risk assessment context. A
simplication of this VSSA criterion would be possible, for
instance, reducing the systematic EM characterization, and
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using the VSSA as the dening criterion for nanomaterial and
possibly non-nanomaterial identication. The most recent work
on this subject26 demonstrated that it is possible to avoid EM
and use the VSSA as an independent parameter of the particle
size. It is worth nothing that this latter study was carried out on
eight powders only, which limits the generalization of the
results.
Therefore, we proposed going further in the investigation of
the potential use of the VSSA criterion and presenting a methodology to dene a nanomaterial based on it. The simplied
methodology we propose puts a stress on VSSA determination
aer a careful sample preparation implying thermogravimetric
analysis before nitrogen adsorption and helium pycnometry,
and an accurate data analysis. Representative industrial
powders were chosen to classify them in or out of the nanomaterial category based on their VSSAs and the comparison
with two thresholds we explained. Our approach is strengthened by an orientating intercomparison of nitrogen adsorption
and helium pycnometry (two laboratories). The proposed
nanomaterial identication is then compared to the reference
size criterion obtained by TEM for validation purposes. The
results are nally discussed on the relative merits of this
simplied proposition compared to existing literature, and how
they implement those coming from previous studies.24,26

2. Operational strategy proposed for
nanomaterial identiﬁcation in the
workplace
The operational strategy proposed is illustrated in Fig. 1. To
identify a powder as a nanomaterial (or not), one rst performs
a thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to select the appropriate
outgassing conditions before gas adsorption and helium pycnometry. Then, these methods are implemented to determine the

Fig. 1
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AEx with a convenient analysis of the nitrogen adsorption
isotherm and the material skeletal density rskeletal, respectively.
No EM method is involved in these steps.
When the VSSA of the powder investigated is determined, the
proposed approach compares this latter with the 60 m2 cm3
threshold, assuming spherical particles. As recommended by
the EC denition, our strategy categorizes a powder as nanomaterial as soon as its VSSA is greater than 60 m2 cm3. If the
VSSA is under 20 m2 cm3, corresponding to the threshold for
platelet particles evocated in literature,18 the powder can be
classied as non-nanomaterial and no further investigation is
proposed. The 40 m2 cm3 is the VSSACutoﬀ of the bre like
particle corresponding to a bre diameter of 100 nm and it is
necessarily included between the chosen thresholds 20 m2
cm3 and 60 m2 cm3. Between 20 and 60 m2 cm3, complete
electron microscopy (TEM or SEM) with particle size distribution determination is suggested to identify the powder as
a nanomaterial or not denitely. The chosen thresholds were
selected based on the results presented in this study and those
available in literature.24,26

3.
3.1

Materials and methods
Powders

Fieen powders produced at the industrial scale were selected
for this study. Table 1 describes their manufacturing processes,
their main application elds, and available physico-chemical
properties, based the safety or commercial product data
sheets. These materials were chosen due to their representativeness of the most handled powders in the workplaces, the
variety of applications they integrate and their wide range of
properties. In particular, the total surface area values At
(including AEx and porosity) cover almost 1.4 orders of magnitude. More details about the powder manufacturing processes
and applications for TiO2 and SiO2 are presented in ESI part 1.†

Flow chart of the proposed operational powder characterization strategy for nanomaterial identiﬁcation in the workplace.
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sheets

Powder

Code

TiO2

A
B
C
D
E
A1
A2
B
C
D
E
244FP
4850MR
ZnO
CuO

SiO2

ZnO
CuO

3.2

Manufacturing
process
Sulfate
Chloride
Sulfate

Application

At m2 g1

Food and paintings
Buildings

n.a

Electrometallurgy
Pyrogenic

Precipitated
Wet chemistry

Ink
Pharmaceutics
Food, health and buildings
Cosmetics
Sensors and chemical catalysis

Nitrogen (N2) adsorption

N2 adsorption experiments were carried out in two public
research laboratories (Lab A and Lab C) to conduct a comparison of the method and therefore strengthen the data. Lab A
performed N2 adsorption with an ASAP 2020 (Micromeritics)
whereas Lab C used a 3Flex (Micromeritics) apparatus. All the
samples were outgassed under vacuum at 102 mmHg at 200  C
and a minimum of 12 h before N2 adsorption. This protocol was
chosen based on TGA analysis performed previously with an
HR83 (Mettler Toledo) thermobalance. Although TGA does not
reproduce exactly the vacuum condition of gas adsorption, it is
an interesting method to select a convenient outgassing
protocol before N2 adsorption measurements as it is necessary
to remove from the powder particle surfaces eventually adsorbed water and pollutants molecules which can entail an
underestimation of the surface areas measured. So, when
a mass loss stabilization was observed aer 30 to 50 minutes
under an isothermal segment, one can consider the complete
desorption of water and pollutants adsorbed onto particle
surfaces. The chosen temperature for outgassing is the
temperature where the mass loss stabilization was observed on
the thermogram. Generally, adsorbed water and pollutants are
removed between 100  C and 300  C. In our case, all the
powders showed a mass loss plateau aer 30 minutes at 200  C,
leading us to generalize the outgassing procedure mentioned
above to all the materials studied. All the measurements were
triplicated. The external specic surface areas AEx were determined with the BET model (for the case of non-porous or
mesoporous materials)27 or with the t-plot model (for the case of
microporous material).28 This procedure is in accordance with
standards related to gas adsorption and its data analysis.29,30
Helium (He) pycnometry

The skeletal densities of the powders were determined by He
pycnometry (Accupyc 1340, Micromeritics) in two laboratories
(Lab A and Lab B). All the samples were dried in an oven at
105  C overnight before performing the measurements in Lab A,

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

Chemical
composition weight%

Anatase
Rutile
Anatase

98
99.5
95.2
93.6
82.7
95.58
94.86
99.9
99.9
91
99.9
99.6
99.5
99.8
99

Amorphous

n.a

while this step was done in Lab B using a desorption station
Flowprep 060 (Micromeritics), 2 h at 220  C. Experimental
skeletal density measurements were validated by comparison of
the results obtained with the theoretical material densities
extracted from Handbook of Chemistry (Edition 2017–2018),
accounting for the chemical structure of the powders investigated and hypothesis of pure chemical compound. As gas
adsorption, the procedure described here is in accordance with
ISO12154.31
3.4

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

TEM samples were prepared following a specic method (“gridon-drop”)32 with optimized colloidal suspensions were formulated based on zeta potential measurements. This step is fully
described in ESI part 2.† One TEM grid (Cu 400 Mesh Carbon
Film Agar Scientic) per powder sample was analyzed with a TEM
CM200 (Philips) at 200 kV and a Cs of 2 mm. Between 40 and 60
micrographs were taken at diﬀerent magnications from 195 to
100 000 with a Gatan Erlangshen (ESW500) 1350 by 1024 and
a MSC794 1024 by 1024 CCD cameras. The number size distributions of the constituent particles were determined using
ImageJ soware (Java version 1.8.0) and by measuring the
equivalent projected surface area diameter in case of spherical
particle shape; the smallest dimension for ber-liked or platelets
particle shape. Between 200 and 400 particles were counted to
establish the number size distributions to have a signicant
representation of the particle populations considered. The
median diameter D50 obtained from the cumulated number size
distribution was used to classify the nanomaterial powder either
in the nano range or not. This step is also described in ESI part 2.†
3.5

3.3

90
138
350
26.3
24.7
40
150
n.a
300
n.a
600
n.a
50

Crystalline
phase

Equivalent particle size with VSSA

From the VSSA, it can be dened an equivalent diameter dVSSA
(eqn (4)):18
dVSSA ðmmÞ ¼

2D
VSSA ðm2 cm3 Þ

(4)
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where D is a shape factor that qualies the particle morphology
with a value of 3 (spherical particle), 2 (ber-like particle) or 1
(platelet particle). This VSSA equivalent diameter was used for
comparison with TEM analysis and the resulting nanomaterial
classication based on the size parameter.

4 Results and discussion
4.1

N2 adsorption, He pycnometry and VSSA

Fig. 2a shows the comparison of AEx obtained in Lab A and Lab
C. The AEx of the studied powders cover 1.7 orders of magnitude
with the smallest AEx obtained for CuO (4.5 m2 g1) and the
highest AEx obtained for SiO2 E (250 m2 g1). Both laboratories
used BET or t-plot model (TiO2 E and SiO2 4850MR) for AEx
determinations. It is worth noting that SiO2 244FP (AEx 142 m2
g1) and SiO2 4840MR (AEx 92 m2 g1) were not compared for
availability reason of the apparatus in Lab B, that is why these
powders are not indicated in the graph. The AEx range covered is
not impacted, however. N2 adsorption isotherms of Lab A are
available in Fig. S7 ESI part 3.† The comparison shows that, on
the one hand, gas adsorption measurements are repeatable
since the average coeﬃcient of variation (precision) is 3%. On
the other hand, they are reproducible since biases between
laboratories are comprised within 10%. These precision and

(a) Comparison of the AEx obtained in Lab A and Lab C with N2
adsorption measurements and (b) comparison of the experimental
skeletal densities obtained in Lab A and Lab B with the theoretical
material densities.

Paper

bias values are slightly higher than those observed in the work
undertaken by Hackley and Stefaniak23 on the reference
SRM1898 TiO2. Coeﬃcients of variation ranged from 0.10% and
3.96% and bias was generally within 5% in their work. It is
worth mentioning that the so-called intercomparison in our
study is clearly reduced compared to the Hackley and Stefaniak
work, were much more laboratories were involved. However, the
precisions and biases obtained here are comparable to those
obtained on more partners. This conrms the reliability of
specic surface area determination by gas adsorption method.
Fig. 2b shows the comparison of He pycnometry results
between Lab A, Lab B and the theoretical skeletal densities. As
gas adsorption, repeatability is achieved with He pycnometry
since coeﬃcients of variation are comprised within 5%. A
good comparison between the laboratories was observed since
biases between Lab A and B are all within 10% and demonstrate so, a good reproducibility. SiO2 244FP and SiO2 4850MR
could not be compared with Lab B, and were only analyzed by
Lab A. Lab A found skeletal densities values of 2.07 and 2.17 
0.01 g cm3 for these two powders respectively. One can observe
also the skeletal densities measured are very close to the theoretical densities. This means that the studied materials here can
be considered as pure metal oxide powders.
These comparison results argue for the use of N2 adsorption
and helium pycnometry for VSSA application as they are
repeatable and reproducible methods.
Fig. 3 represents the 15 characterized powder ranked by the
proposed methodology according to their VSSA. The VSSA
values cover 1.3 orders of magnitude (from 28 to 575 m2 cm3).
CuO, TiO2 A, SiO2 A1 and SiO2 A2 are not clearly identied as
nanomaterial powders according to our approach since their
VSSA is comprised between 20 m2 cm3 and 60 m2 cm3. We
need in these cases the use of TEM as described above in
Section 3.4 to determine their nanomaterial nature, which is
presented in the following paragraph. The other powders are

Fig. 2
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VSSA distribution of the characterized powders and the corresponding dVSSA for a spherical particle shape assumption (shape
factor D ¼ 3).
Fig. 3
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dened as nanomaterials according their VSSA higher than the
60 m2 cm3. At this point, the nanomaterial powders identied
with their VSSA according our approach would not require
further investigation. However, in order to conrm the reliability of the VSSA, TEM analysis were also performed on these
nanomaterials in addition to the one carried out on the four
powders requiring nanomaterial classication based on the
particle number size distribution.

4.2 Comparison of the VSSA-based nanomaterial
identication with the particle size criterion
Fig. 4 shows a typical TEM micrograph obtained for the characterized powders. Table 2 summarizes the particle shapes
observed and the corresponding D50 median diameters obtained from cumulated number size distributions of the
constituent powder particles. The equivalent particle sizes with
the VSSA values are indicated for simple comparison purpose.
TiO2 powders are composed of spherical particles with one
or two populations or rod-like particles with one population.
SiO2 powders are composed of spherical particles except SiO2
4850MR containing a rod-like population. ZnO and CuO
powders are composed of spherical and rod-like particles.
CuO, SiO2 A1 and SiO2 A2 are identied as nanomaterials
with the particle size criterion whereas TiO2 A is a nonnanomaterial. We point out in Table 2 that TiO2 A, SiO2 A1
and SiO2 A2 powders are border-line cases with particle sizes
very closed to the 100 nm. The other powders are identied as
nanomaterials, which conrmed the previous results. Concerning the obtained dVSSA, they diﬀer from the TEM values for
an average bias of 16%. One can note however, some biases are
higher than 100% (CuO case). Such discrepancies have already
been observed in a previous work. It is important to recall that
VSSA and TEM are two diﬀerent approaches for particle size
measurement (indirect for VSSA, direct for TEM) and they rely
on diﬀerent metrics (mass-based metric for VSSA, numberbased metric for TEM). The techniques used for their implementation are greatly diﬀerent and do not rely on the same
physical principle (thermodynamic for VSSA, optic for TEM)
also. Taking into account these elements and the non-perfect
nature of the constituent particles, the hypothesis made for the
dVSSA cannot be systematically convenient for a good comparison
with TEM, it is not so surprising to obtain important deviations
between dVSSA and D50. Moreover, VSSA cannot distinguish
neither the diﬀerent particle size populations as it is an integral
analysis, nor the particle shape. However, our approach and the
suggested thresholds do not seem to be impacted by the particle
shape or the size composition for nanomaterial classication.
We did not obtain a false negative or a false positive when
comparing the nanomaterial categorization by VSSA and
constituent particle size distribution criteria with the proposed
limits. Four materials would require TEM analysis to be sure
about the classication (no false negative or false positive expected so) whereas all the others are correctly classied. A false
positive detection with VSSA implies that a powder is identied
as nanomaterial whereas the particle size criterion demonstrates
the opposite. A false negative detection implies VSSA identies

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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a powder as non-nanomaterial whereas the size criterion certies
it is a nanomaterial. In a risk assessment context, a false negative
is the worst case that can occur since the preventative measures
may be reduced contrary to a false positive case. Here, even if
dVSSA greatly diﬀer from the constituent particle size obtained
through TEM, it is worth recalling that the nal objective is the
correct identication of nanomaterial and also nonnanomaterial powders with the VSSA criterion, no matter what
is the equivalent particle size obtained. The following paragraph
justies the 20 m2 cm3 and 60 m2 cm3 thresholds choice based
on these results and those available in literature.

4.3

Discussion about the proposed strategy

Fig. 5 shows the VSSA distributions obtained in this work and
previous studies.24,26
The thresholds 20 m2 cm3 and 60 m2 cm3 of our methodology are indicated through 3 colour zones. Nanomaterials
identied by VSSA (top axis, above 60 m2 cm3) are in the green
zone, non-nanomaterials (below 20 m2 cm3) are in the pink
zone and those requiring EM (between 20 m2 cm3 and 60 m2
cm3) are in the yellow zone.
The plots forms correspond to the particle shape observed
with EM methods in the diﬀerent studies (a circle for spheres
and squares for platelets). The corresponding dVSSA are also
indicated in Fig. 5 for the diﬀerent shape factor D (D ¼ 1 for
platelet particle, middle axis, and D ¼ 3 for spherical particle,
bottom axis).
The plot colours correspond to the nanomaterial or nonnanomaterial identication by EM (green for nanomaterial
and pink for non-nanomaterial). So, if the colour of the plot and
the colour of the zone are the same, VSSA and EM are in
accordance for nanomaterial or non-nanomaterial identication. A green plot in the pink zone indicates a false negative and
a pink plot in the green zone indicates a false positive.
Based on the VSSA values and the thresholds, it can be seen
that 14 powders from a set of 33 materials (40%) considered can
be reliably classied as nanomaterial and 2 powders as nonnanomaterial (6%) without additional EM characterization
based on the proposed methodology. The non-nanomaterials in
question here are a CaCO3 (ref. 26) of 15 m2 cm3 VSSA value
and a BaSO4 (ref. 24) powder with an 11 m2 cm3 VSSA value.
Without knowing particle shape, the comparison with the 60 m2
cm3 (suggesting so a spherical shape in all cases), leads to
a non-nanomaterial classication. If we compare now the VSSA
values of these two materials with adjusted VSSACutoﬀ in line
with the particle shape (20 m2 cm3 for the CaCO3 (D ¼ 1) and
60 m2 cm3 for BaSO4 (D ¼ 3)), we also obtain their identication as non-nanomaterial. The latter fact suggests so that
knowing the particle shape is not really necessary for the solely
nanomaterial identication when using the VSSA criterion.
We observed also on Fig. 5 that only two false positive cases
appear (6%) and no false negative. If we focus on the green
circle plots in the yellow zone, corresponding to the CuO, SiO2
A1 and SiO2 A2 of this work, the VSSA comparison with the 60
m2 cm3 leads to non-nanomaterial identication. EM evidenced that these powders are nanomaterials, which entails
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Fig. 4 Typical TEM micrographs of the powder studied.

a false negative detection with VSSA. If we decide to limit the
nanomaterial identication with VSSA and do not follow EC
recommendation (to conrm non-nanomaterial classication

3238 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 3232–3242

with VSSA by size measurement), these three powders constitute
false negatives, which is a worst case for risk assessment. That is
why we suggest largest thresholds than those proposed by
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Table 2 Results of TEM analysis. Equivalent median diameters are indicated with one standard deviation. The equivalent dVSSA is indicated for
comparison purpose

Powder

Code

Shape

D50(1)a (nm)

D50(2)b (nm)

dVSSA (nm)

TEM classication

TiO2

A
B

Sphere

121 
37.5 
32 
14 
11.2 
9.5 
6
94 
98 
54 
15 
11.3 
10.8 
11.8 
32.1 
37.5 
48.3 
40.5 
33 
31.2 

—
28.5  5
—

163
33

Non nanomaterial (borderline)
Nanomaterial

C

SiO2

D
E
A1
A2
B
C
D
E
244FP
4850MR

CuO

CuO

ZnO

ZnO

Rod-like
Sphere
Rod-like
Sphere

Rod-like
Sphere
Rod-like
Sphere
Rod-like

10
5.5
8
4
2
4
3
20
25
12
5
3
2
5.5
8
5.5
20
15
10
5

15
15.2  3
—
17  8
—

47.1  5
—

11
12
103
125
60
17
13
10
11
26

Nanomaterial (borderline)
Nanomaterial

166
49  12
—

54

a
Corresponds to the D50 associated to the rst spherical or rod-like population. b Corresponds to the D50 associated to the second spherical or rodlike population.

previous work24 since we observed that half of the cases are
reliably identied as nanomaterial (or not) with the solely VSSA
criterion whereas the second part is classied by EM (size
measurement). No experimental errors can be associated with
these two limits since there is no suﬃcient published data today
allowing a statistical relevancy for any safety margin
propositions.
Concerning the particle shape, our proposition deliberately
does not integrate it, contrary to the screening strategy
proposed by the European project Nanodene24 where simple
EM is indicated to adjust the VSSACutoﬀ in case of values above

Fig. 5

the rst limit of 6 m2 cm3. In our proposition, we considered
that, when EM is required, VSSA no longer appears necessary
since a direct implementation of the reference size criterion for
nanomaterial identication is possible. The particle shape is
a property to investigate, for instance, in the REACH regulation
(annexes for nanoforms documentation were recently amended
and are now available)33 if appropriate. In this context, the
Nanodene project proposes a more conservative approach and
allows the particle shape characterization in most of the cases,
which is in accordance with REACH if regulation is aimed.
However, for the simple purpose of identication of

VSSA distribution of the characterized powders and the corresponding dVSSA.
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nanomaterial in a strategy with an initial step of risk assessment, this particle shape determination could be optional,
since it is not a critical property to mention at this level, and we
demonstrate it does not seem to have an inuence on the nal
results. The data obtained in this work, and the comparison
with previous studies24,26 suggests that the 20 m2 cm3 and the
60 m2 cm3 thresholds are reasonable and conservative to
reduce as much as possible false negative cases based on the
whole available data in the open literature. The 20 m2 cm3
appears optimistic threshold in the case of platelet-like particles, but further investigation on this type of powders is
necessary to make evolve this limit.
In all cases, Nanodene results and ours suggest that it is
important to well dene the context surrounding the material
characterization in order to select the appropriate strategy to
implement, given also the area concerned which may also
depend on technical possibilities (deadlines, cost, procedures
etc.).
However, because of the lack of data concerning the critical
false negative case, VSSA seems a tenuous alternative criterion
to consider without further particle size and shape determination in a regulatory context or for risk assessment, which
impacts a condent use of this parameter according to our
proposition. In top of that, the powders studied in this work,
but also in the literature, do not display constituent particle size
distributions composed of a nanomaterial and nonnanomaterial distinct populations for a same substance.
Therefore, the proposed strategy is restricted for industrial
monomodal or slightly polydispersed materials to date. Only
one specically prepared mixed powder has ever been studied
until now24 in the Nanodene project to evaluate the limits of
the VSSA for nanomaterial identication. The results obtained
encourage one to continue the investigation of such multimodal materials to enhance the relative merits of using VSSA for
nanomaterial and non-nanomaterial identication, and
consider in the future as a dening criterion. Awaiting new
feedback, one can implement this proposed simplied methodology, and go further in the characterization in cases where
the particle shape is required and/or any doubt about a possible
false negatives obtained, depending on the results (VSSA very
close to 20 m2 cm3 for instance).

In this work, we proposed a simplied and operational
powder characterization methodology based on the previous
European Nanodene project results and relying on the VSSA
determination involving nitrogen adsorption and helium
pycnometry with a previous selection of outgassing conditions
with thermogravimetric analysis. The proposed methodology
distinguishes nanomaterials (VSSA above 60 m2 cm3) and nonnanomaterials (VSSA below 20 m2 cm3) zones involving neither
particle shape determination nor size measurement to conrm
the results. For VSSA included between 20 m2 cm3 and 60 m2
cm3, electron microscopy is recommended to clearly identify
the “nano” nature (or not) of the powders. The procedure was
tested on een representative industrial powders (TiO2, SiO2,
ZnO and CuO) and applied also on previous published data in
literature. Moreover, an orientating intercomparison of characterization methods implemented for VSSA determination was
carried out to give more robustness to the results.
It was seen that the VSSA criterion alone allows a classication of 46% of the studied powders in the nanomaterial category
and 6% in the non-nanomaterial category without systematic
conrmation by particle size measurement. Comparison with
literature results suggests the chosen thresholds in our strategy
limits the false negative cases, considered as the worst situation
in the risk assessment implementation in workplaces.
This operational strategy appears generic and accessible for
non-specialists in materials characterization. Deeper investigations are still necessary however to conrm this, since this
work was carried out on a restricted number of material
powders with simple compositions in terms of chemistry as well
as particle sizes and shapes. Powder mixings characterized by
two or more particle size modes, diﬀerent shapes (platelet-like,
needle-like, ber.) should be investigated through an experimental program such as that presented here to further validate
or propose new evolutions on the VSSA criterion. Awaiting new
data, the presented methodology can be reasonably applied for
the same type of powders studied here or in the Nanodene
project.

5 Conclusions
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